
I began by painting the face(s) by simply priming in black then shooting some grey then white upwards with the airbrush, to create the im-
pression of the face being lit from below; I then simply brushed over some Aethermatic Blue which I followed with a little optional Akhelian 
Green applied into some of the mid to shadow tones, and for the final face I did a little additional refining mainly around the eyes which you 
can see I painted white.  I then assembled the entire model and masked off the clear screen with some White Tack before priming as usual.  

(I apologize for losing some of the photos I took during this stage, but I think you get the idea!):
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Hello!  In this PDF painting guide I’ll be painting Arnim Zola from Atomic Mass Games’ Marvel: Crisis Protocol Miniatures Game.



I decided to paint Arnim Zola using relatively quick methods, and that he didn’t need an especially “clean” finish.  So here I’m just using 
white to place some highlights on the metal work and sharpen some of the details with a little dry brushing, over which I’ll be applying 

some Contrast Colours in a moment:

I’d like the metal on the body to have quite a weathered look, so you can see me freely applying a bit of rough noise and texture:



If necessary I’ll use some Contrast Medium to thin things out a little - especially for the more 
highlighted areas:

You can see we’ve retained much of the black and white values:

I’m now going to paint the legs using Iyanden Yellow mixed with just a touch of Basilicanum Grey which I’ve added to darken and desaturate 
the tone as I don’t want him to appear too warm and bright:



I’m now going to begin adding some depth 
and colour modulation for the shadows us-

ing Magos Purple:

I’ll return to do a bit more work on the legs 
later on, but this will do for now:

And here I’m using some black ink to add 
some black lining (the Tamiya Panel Liner 

would probably also be good here):



I’m applying the colours quite freely, and aiming for a generally light tone which I can then further darken afterwards if needed:

For the purple metal work I’m mainly using 
Magos Purple, with some Shyish Purple for 
the darker areas. I’m also using some Ae-
thermatic Blue which I might mix into the 
Magos Purple, or apply selectively on top 

afterwards:

The Shyish Purple is very heavy so here I’m 
just mixing in some Contrast Medium to thin 

it out a little:



For the tube/cable at the back, and the neck I’m using Gryph-Charger Grey, with a touch of Black Templar added for the shadowed area 
beneath the “head”:



And here I’m just painting the central band on the waist using the same yellow used for the legs:

I’m now applying some additional Contrast Colour to the torso, and providing some black lining once again using the black ink:

I’ll push things a bit further here in a while 
too...

Next I’m painting the yellow top using Sa-
hara Yellow which I’ll be shading down with 

Contrast Colour in a moment:



I’m also painting the yellow parts of the 
boots with this:

I’m now shading this entire area using a roughly equal mix of Skeleton Horde and Magos 
Purple:

As usual I’m aiming to soak up any unwant-
ed pools or excess from places we want to 

remain more highlighted:

For a more refined (but more time-consuming) look you could of course start with a darker 
tone (by mixing in some Black Leather or something) then highlight up to the mid tone, but 

I’ve chosen a quicker approach:



I’m now returning to the Sahara Yellow to do 
a little cleaning/highlighting:

And here I decided to mix in some Autumn 
Green to add a few highlights:

I chose the Autumn Green just to create a 
slightly sickly hue:

We can also use the Contrast Colour mix to 
boost the definition of some of these dark 

seams along the way:



This might actually be best left until after 
painting the purple though..

I’m now using Violet mixed with a little Black 
to paint the rest of the boots, and the cloth 

around the waist:

Here I’m just providing a white undercoat for 
the symbol on the front, followed with some 

Sahara Yellow:



And I’m mixing in some Light Skin to provide some highlights:



Here I’m also adding a little Caribbean Blue 
for the highlights at the top of the thigh to 
suggest a hint of OSL coming from the face:

I’m now painting the base using Graphite and Black, and I’ve chosen to mix in some Abyssal Blue for the ruined fragments of building:



And as usual I like to add some black lining, and some light dry brushing...

This is just a little Nuln Oil to help darken 
down the recesses in the rubble:

And here I’m adding some White Sands and Caribbean Blue to highlight the rubble (I chose 
these tones to subtly tie things in with the colour of the face):

He’s now finished to a pretty good tabletop standard, but I’d like to push things a little fur-
ther.  So here I’m just mixing a light creamy yellow tone and adding some highlights to the 

legs (you could use Ice Yellow, Ivory etc for this if you like):



I’ve also decided to add just a hint of Tur-
quoise Blue to the upper thighs (Aethermat-

ic Blue would also be fine):

I’m now using Vanilla White (or Ivory) to add 
some sharp highlights and additional bits of 

noise to the metalwork elsewhere:



And I’m now returning to the original Contrast Colours to play around with the saturation and add some more concentrated patches of 
shadow or dark reflections (with the Shyish Purple):

I’m also adding some additional highlights and dark lining elsewhere..



For this light at the front I’m just using 
Iyanden Yellow.

And here I’m freely adding some rusty tones 
using Brown Leather and Orange Leather:

You can see me pushing the values in both directions here on the legs with some additional 
highlights and patches of shade:

I’m now adding some urban scatter: And once again you can see me adding some super dark patches with the Shyish Purple to 
capture that high-contrast NMM look:



And here I’m painting the yellow design that 
wraps around the wrist:This is just additional Margos Purple:

And this completes Arnim Zola!





This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratch-
es:

Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:

We can then shade over the area with 
some Seraphim Sepia to help create a 

multi-layered richness:

Once dry we can continue applying the scratches, and for the brighter spots I’m 
using Balor Brown:

PAINT LIST:

Aethermatic Blue (GW)
Akhelian Green (GW)

Art White (SC)
Iyanden Yellow (GW)

Basilicanum Grey (GW)
Magos Purple (GW)
Shyish Purple (GW)
Black Templar (GW)

Gryph-Charger Grey (GW)
Sahara Yellow (SC)
Autumn Green (SC)

Skeleton Horde (GW)
Inktense Black (SC)

Violet (SC)
Light Skin (SC)
Nuln Oil (GW)

Primary Yellow (SC)
Vanilla White (SC)

Turquoise Blue (SC)
Brown Leather (SC)
Orange Leather (SC)

Black (SC)
Graphite (SC)

White Sands (SC)
Abyssal Blue (SC)

SC = Scalecolor, GW = Games Workshop

If you enjoy my work then do please consider supporting what I do at:
www.patreon.com/Sorastros

Thank you!


